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     Abstract. For a  function fEL"(R") (1$pS2), we  denote by (SRf)(x) (R>O) the

                                                                   A

   spheeical  partial  sums  of  Fourier inverse transform of  f defined by (SRf) (e)

               A

   ==  xBce,io(g)f(e)  and  let f(x)==F(lxl) be radiai  with  support  in {lxi$a}

   (a>O). In this note,  in particular, when  nk3,  we  give a detailed proof  of

   the fact that, for smooth  FECi'2([O, a)),  a =i[(n-3)!2],  vanishing  in a

   '

   nejghberhood  of  the  origin,  a  necessary  and  sufficient  condition  under  which

  we  have ftUtb (Si{f)(O)--O is the validity  of  F`k' (a)--O for all  k--O,1,...,2.

  This fact gives  a  negative  answer  to the localization probiem  concerning  of

   (SRf)(x) for piecewise  smooth  radial  function f.

     Let R" be the n-dimensionai  Euclidean space  and  for any  x =(xi,....x.),

  y=(yL.....y.)  in R" we  denote (x,y)=xsyi+･･･+x.y. and  lxl==!GE:,-II5) .

  For fELt(R") we  denote the Fourier transform by
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 2 Michitaka Kojima

 (l) ?(Y)==(pt")-" IR. f(x) e"i(X'Y)  dx

and  the spherical  partial  sum  of  its Fourier inverse transform by

(2) (SRf)(x)=-(J2-}il)-'" jtyls.R'F)(y)

 ei(X'Y)  dy (R>o).

                                                               Ok

   It is known that, when  
nl2,

 if fEC"(R"), N==[(n+1)12],
 afid ox,fEL'(R")

 for al1  k=:O,1,...,N, then we  have 
'

 (3) kll.b (S,f)(x)=f(x)

 for all  xER"  (W.Pan [2]). Furthermore, even  if fEL"(R") (1$pS2) is radial  with

             '

compact  support,  the localization principle  for (St,f)(x) is not  valid  (S.Bochner

 [1]). In this  note  we  consider  that, for radial  functions with  compact  support,

how smoothness  is necessary  in order  to assure  the validity  of  the localization

principle.

    In the  followings we  restrict  that f is radial  with  support  in {IxlSa}

 (a>O) and  we  denote f(x) by F(lxl). For each  m=O,1,...,  FECM([O, a])  means

that  F(t) (O$t$a) belongs to the class  C'" in (O, a)  and  that  two one-sided

 1imits F(k) (+O) and  F(k)(a-O)  exist  as  finite vblues  for all  k=O,1,...,m.

   We will  write  the  Fourier inversion formula at  x==O  as

(4) kSl.6 (S.f)(o)-f(o)

14
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        On  Corrvergence  of  Fourier Inverse TransfOrms for Hecewise Srnooth Radial Functions in R" 3

   and  in this note  we  will  give detailed'proofs of  the  followifig theorerns

   concerning  validities  of  (4) and  (3) at  xtO.

                  '

      Theorem 1.

      (I) When n=1  or  2, if FECi([O,a]),  then  (4) is valid.

      (ll) When nl3,  if FECsc+2([O, a]),  2=[(n-3)12],  then (4) is valid  under

                             '

   the condition  

'

   (5) F(a)==F'(a)==･･･=F`a'(a)==O.

      (fi) Conversely. for FECi'2([O, a]),  a ==[(n-3)12],  if (5) is not  valid,

   then  (4) is not  valid.  More precisely,  denoting min{  k IO$k$2, F(")(a)JtO}

   by ko, we  have

         'iR.,(k"f 
(i?ili?l,

--i,(O'

 <o<  iiR.gup 
(:?Eli?li-.i:O' .

      Theorem 2. Fornll,  FEC2([O,a])  and  x4O,  we  have

         ftla, (sRf)(x)-(i[:/2 [7,
<

il

Xi

.

<

).

a)'

      Let F be a  function in C([O,  a])  and  vanishes  in some  neighborhood  of  the

   origin.  Then, according  to Theorem 1, when  n==1  or  2, (4) is valid  if

   FECL([O,  a]).  On the  other  hand, in the case  of  n43,  for FECVZ([O,a]),

   2=[(n-3)12],  (4) is valid  if and  only  if (5) is satisfied.  Hence, in this

                                                                           15
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 4 Michitaka  Kojima

 case,  the  localization principle  is not  necessarily  valid  for FECa'2  with

 compact  support.

   Theorems 1 and  2 are  due to M.A.Pinsky[3] and  proofs  which  we  will  give in

 this note  by rewriting  the proofs  in [3] with  sorne  calculating  devices seem  to

 be soinewhat  more  legible and  are  more  detailed.

    Sl. Preparations from Bessel functions.

   letJ  (t) (t>O) be the Bessel function'of order  Lt(>-1)  and  we  write

        "

 VJt,(t)==t-tt Jge(t). Particularly it is known that

 (6) J-t-t(t)==/li7-Ji t+'i2 cos  t,  Jv2(t)=lii7' II t-'i2 sin  t.

 Now we  state  some  forrnulas concerning  the differentiation and  asymptotic

 formulas for J (t) (see G.N.Watson[5]).
              pt

    (i) For pe>-1  we  have

        d-pt  -p  d
 (7)           {t J (t)}=-t J (t), i.e.                                              v (t) =-t  v                                                              '(t)'
       dt pt "+1  dt u                                                          pt +1

 Espec ially Jo' (t)=-Ji (t)･

   (i) For tt>O  we  have

 (s) 
d
 {tptJ (t)}=tgeJ (t).

       dt pt                          pt -1

   (i) For pt>-1  we  have

 (g) J (t)=(2Pr(pt+i))-i tpt {i+o(t2 )} (tT,+o).
       pt

Hence v (o)=(2ptr(pt+i))-i is reasonabie.

       p

 16
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        On  Convergence of Fourier Inverse Transforms for Hecewise Smooth Radial Functions in R" 5

      (fr) For ptl-112  we  have

   (10) J (t)==!271"}i t-'-2 {cos(t-xpt12-z14)+O(11t)} (t-oo).
          " ･

      For any  radial  function f(･)==F(l･l)EL'(R") with  supp(F)C[O,  a.], (1) and  (2)

   can  be expressed  in terms of  Bessel functions as  follows.

   (11) ?(y)=io
aF(t)

 tnut v,.-,).,(lylt) dt 
'

                    A

   and  we  denote it by F.(Iyl) in order  to emphasize  it to be of  dimension n.

   Further

   (12) (sRf)(x)=i:
iF).(r)

 r"-' V(.-2)i2(lxlr) dr

   and  similarly  we  denote it by (SR `"'f)(lxi).

      At x==O,  since

        V(..2)iz(O) =::  (2 (""Z)i2  P(n12))-'=:(/2-}i)-"w.-i ,

   where  to..i=2(fii)"(r(n12))-i  is the surface  area  of  unit  sphere  in R" , then

   from (11) and  (12) we  can  write  as

         (sR 
`"'f)(o)=(!ii}i")'"ct).-,

 l:'E.(r)

 r"-` dr

        ==(/Eli)-"co  t,-i  I: { .I8
'F(t)

 t"'i v{.-2) nz(rt)  dt } r"-t dr

   (13) 
=(/2'Ji

 )-' 
"

 co .-,  S o
a

 F(t) t""  D. 
(n)

 (t) dt ,

   where  DR`"'(t) is defined by

        D,(n} (t)== I: v(.-2)-z(rt) r"-i  dr==(J2'}i')L" IlylsR ei(X'Y)  dY

                                                                       17
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 with  lxl=t, which  is called  the Dirichlet kernei. This kernel can  be expressed

 in terms of  Bessel  functions by making  use  of  the integration by substitution

 and  (8) as

       DR{") (t)==v" j:
t

 r"i2  J.i2mt(r) dr=t-" (Rt)"-2 J.-2(Rt)

 (14> =R"  (Rt)-"i2 J,iz(Rt)==R" V.-2(Rt).

    We will  use  (13),(14) in the proof  of  Theorem 1 and  use  (11),(12) in the

 proof  of  Theorern 2.

    S2. lemmas.

    Lentma 1. For the Dirichlet kernel DR("' (t) (t#O) in (14) we  have

 the followings. 
,

    (i) For nkl,

      DR(") (t)==/271-Ji" R{"-L'!2 t-' `""'iZ  {sin(Rt-(n-1)n!4)+O(11R)} (R-oo).

    (ti) For n)3,

                   ld
      DR 

(n)
 (t)=- DR {n-2)  (t) .

                      dt                   t

   Proof.

    (i) By (10) we  have for R>1,

      DR{") (t)==R" V.iz(Rt)

      =R"  /27Ji (Rt)-"i2-i-2{cos(Rt-nz14-n14)+O(11R)}

      =!27!-E  R (""')  i2  t' (" ")  -2  {s in (Rt- (n -･1) re 14) +O  (1 1R)}.

18
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       On  Convergence of Fourier Inverse Tran$forms for Piecewise Smooth Radial Functions in R" 7

      (ff) If we  use  (7) in DR("-2) (t)=R"-2 V{.-z)-2(Rt), then we  have

          d d
                      =R"-2  V.i2-i(Rt)=R"TZ  (-1) Rt Vn-2(Rt) R             D. 

(n-2)
 (t)

         dt                             dt

         =:-t  R" V,n(Rt)=-t  DR (")(t).

                                      A

      Lemma 2. If FECi([O, a]),.then  on F.(r) in (11) the  followings are  valid.

      (i) For n41,

        A
        F,(r) ==  O  (r" ("'i) i2)  (r-.oo).

      (ff) For nl3,

         A  ldA
         F. (r) ==-                         F.-2(r) (r#O).
                  r dr

      Proof･
                                                                     '

      In order  to prove  (i) we  note  that  by making  use  of  (8) and  the integration

   by parts we  have

        
'F).(r)-

 jo
aF(t)

 t"-t v./2-i(rt) dt=r-""' i
'

8F(t) (rt)"-2 Jn-2-i(rt) dt

         
=:=r7"

 Io
aF(t)

 dl {(rt)tii2J..,(rt)} dt

        
=r-n{F(a)(ra)"-2J./,(ra)-

 go
"F'

 (t) (rt)"-2 J.-,(rt) dt}

         
=F(a)

 a 
niZ

 r' 
n/2

 J.-2 (r a)-r-ni2  i o
a

 F' (t) tn-2 J. /2 (rt) dt.

   By asymptotic  formulas (9) and  (10) we  get

        the first term== O(ri ("'t}!Z)  (r-Foo)

   and  since  F'EC([O,  a])  we  get

                                                                       19
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 8 Michitaka Kojima

      the second  term=-rT"-2  { li
lr+

 I l
a

lr
 } F' (t) t"-Z J.i2(rt) dt

      ..o(,-n!z  l:
1'tnn(rt)"-2

 dt)+o(r-"i2 I13,t"-2(rt)-Li2 dt)

      .,. o( I :
irt"

 dt) +o  (,- 
(n+

 
i)

 
-2

 l i
a

i
 
rt
 
("

 
-i'

 
i2

 dt)

      =O(r-  (n"))+O(r-("'i)IZ)=O(r-  
C"'O12)

 (r-,cx)).

 Thus (i) is, proved.

   In order  to prove (li), if we  note  that  by (7)
        d
          V(n-d}iz(rt)=-rt  V{n-e-2+i(rt)  r==-r2.t  V(n-2)iz(rt)
       dt

 and  so

                     l d l d
                                                    V(n-4}l2(rt),      V(n-2)12(rt)=-                             V (n--  12  (r t) =:  

-

                    rZt  dt                                           rtZ  dr                    '

 then  we  get

     T.(r)= lo
aF(t)

 t"rmi v(.-2)i,(rt) dt

      
=-

 l dS l o
a

 F(t) t"-s v,. .,,.,(rt)  dt

      =;  l dS Io
aF(t)

 t`"-'Z'-t vt(.-2}-2,n(rt) dt==-l  dd, 
"F,-2(r).

   Lemma 3 (The Hankel inversion formula).

   For any  function G(t) (t>O) which  belongs to L'(O,oo) and  is of  bounded

 variation  in a  neighborhood  of  a  point  t=p(>O),  we  have for ptl-112,

      kEll.6 j: { I :
O

 G(t)(rt)'i2 J,, (rt) dt} (pr)'-Z Jt,(pr) dr

 20
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        On  Convergence of Fourier Inverse Transforms  for Hecewise Smooth  Radial Functions in R" 9

                                         '
         ={G(p+O)+G(p-O)}12.

      This fact is mentioned  e.g.  in I.Sneddon[4, p.52] or in G.N.Watson[5, p.456].

      g3. The proof  of  Theorem 1.

      First we  wili  prove  (I) in the cases  of  n==1  and  n==2  and  next  we  will  reduce

   the proof  of  (il) in nl3  to the result  (I).

      (I) Let FECt([O,  a]).  In the  case  of  n=1,  (13) is

         (S,, 
(L)f)(O)=(!ii'ii)-･ito,

 lo
aF(t)

 D,fi) (t) dt

   and  since  by (14) and  (6)
                                                                  sin  Rt
         DR`"(t)==R  Vtiu(Rt)=R (Rt)Lii2 Ji7}i (Rt)-V2 sin  Rt ==l27'iil

                                                                    t

   and  coo==2,  so  we  have

         (s,(i}f)(o)::- ; lo
aF(t)

 
Si:Rt

 dt.

   Now as

         ftsda･ ; l8 si:Rt

 d,=.ft,i,. f I:
a

 
si:t

 ,,.,.,

   and  {F(t)-F(O)}lt= O(1) from FECi([O,a]),  so  we  get  by the  Riemann-Lebesgue

                           '

   theorem

         klfo. {(sR`"f)(o)-f(o)}==ftlm .2 Io
a

 
F(t)iF(O)

 sin  Rt dt-o.

      In the case  of  n=  2, since  again  by (13) and  (14)

         (S. 
(2)

 f)(O) 
==

 (!2}l)-2 ,,, So
aF(t)

 t D, 
(Z)

 (t) dt,

         D, 
(2)

 (t)=R2 V, (Rt)=R t-i J, (Rt),

                                                                       21
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                                        '

 and  a)t==2n,  so  we  have

      (s, 
(2)f)(o)=

 
.[8F(t)

 R J,(Rt) dt.

 Now since, by making  use  of  (7) especially  Jo'(t)=-JL(t)  and  (10),

      kllm6 Io
aRJ,(Rt)dt=-ksg.i

 {Jo(Ra)-J,(o)}:=:J,(o)-1,

 so  we  have

      kll.6 {(SR`2'f)(O)-f(O)}-=ft1za io
aG(t)RJ,(Rt)dt,

 where  G(t):=:F(t)-F(O). Integrating by parts  we  have

    lo
aG(t)RJ,(Rt)dt-

 Io
aG(t)

 df {-J,(Rt)}dt

      =-G(a)Jo(Ra)+

 lo
aG'

 (t)Jo(Rt)dt.

 We note  that  the first  term is o(1)  as  R.oo  by (10). Moreover  it can  be shown

 that  the second  term  is o(1)  also  as  R-÷ oo  as  follows. Since G' (t)EC([O, a]),

so  G' (t) can  be uniformly  approxiinated  by algebraic  polynemials  in [O, a].  That

                                        N

 is, for any  given e>O,  there exists  P(t)=  Zcktk such  that IG' (t)-P(t)l<e
                                       k=O

 for all  tE[O, a].  Then

      the second  term=So
a{G'(t)-p(t)}Jo(t)dt+

 a.o ckJo
atkJo(Rt)dt

            N

      =I+  Zc,I,
            k=O

say.  Because Jo(Rt)==O(1), we  have

      lrl56 So
a

 IJ,(Rt)ldt=o(.)

 22
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        On  Convergence of Fourier Inverse Transforms for Hecewise Smooth Radial Functions in R" 11

   uniformly  in R. For  each  k==O,1,...,N, by (9) and  (10) we  have

         I,,.( j:
IR

 + Il
a

lR)
 tkJ,(Rt)dt  

'

         =:o(  I:
IR

 tk dt)+o(  ji
a

lR
 tk (Rt)-ti2 dt)==o(R-{k'")+o(R-i/2)

         =o(R-ii2)=o(1)  (R--.oo).

   Thus we  get that  the second  term is o(1)  as  R-oo  and  (I) is proved.

      To prove  (ll), let nl3.  Using Lemma 1(O  and  integrating by parts  in (13),

   we  have

         (sR("'f)(o):T= (lt-i. I
"

8
'F(t)t"-t(-

 
it
 d: 

D,("'2)(t))dt

         
=-

 (il::L )' . 
.i

-

 j
i'

 F(t) t" 
N2

 df D. 
("

 
"2'

 (t) dt

              COn-1

   (15) 
=L

 (fii-}i). 
F(a)a"-zDR(n"z)(a)+

           + (ue- )i . ii8DR 
("-2'

 (t) dl {F(t) t"-2} dt.

      Here ye note  that  the following recurrence.formula  is valid;

                                                  CL) O

   
(i6)
 (ue-)t. 

=

 .i2 (7i;:;")-:-z 
==:

 (n-i)ii ( t(,f2.-iiii), [:l:[,lgi
'

),

   where  we=2  and  cot==2n.  If in the case  of  odd n we  write  n:=:2N+1  (Nll)

   and  in the case  of  even  n  we  write  n=2N+2  (Nll), then g=[(n-3)12]=N-1

   in both of  the cases,.

                                                                            23
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   To repeat  the integration by parts  in (15), for our  radial  fvnction

 f(x)--F(ixl) with  FECa'2([O, a])  we  introduce the sequence  of  functions

 {f.(t)}.-o, i,...,N-i  such  as

      fo(t)=tn"2  F(t),

             ld
      fm(t)=  fm-i(t) (M=1,2,...,N-1)･
             t dt

 Then we  find that f.(t) can  be expressed  as

 (17) f.(t)=(n-2)(n-4)･･･(n-2m) t"'Z'2m F(t)+  Z  c,,  t"hz-2m'i F{j)(t)

                                           ISi, jSm
 and

 (is) frn(t)=tn-'2'm F(m)(t)+ llitllll IIiii,jsm.i
 ciJ  tn-2-m-{''i) FcJ}(t)･

 We note  that since  exponents  of  t in (17) and  (18) are  greater  than  n-2-2ml

 4n-2-2(N-1)==n`2Nll, so  f.(O)=O.

   Repeating the integration by parts (N-1)times in (15) by making  use  of

 Lemma 1(ti) we  get

      (SR `"'f)(O)

      
=-

 (lt-)t. f,(a)DR`"ffz'(a)+ (il;;:-)i., I
'

8DR{"-z'(t) dll fo(t) dt

      
==-d(tlSliZSrz-'.

 fo(a)DR("-"2)(a)- (7Xt-)'. Io
a

 d: DR{"-e(t) f,(t) dt

                    2

      ==-  (fl;ri)'. ZI fk-L(a)DR{"-2k)(a)
                   k=1

        
-l･
 (fiEl:-)t. io

a

 D. 
("-`'(t)

 dl f,(t) dt

 24
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                    N

   (19) =-  (il:zi- )' . 2  fk -- ,(a)DR  
Cn
 
-2
 
k)

 (a)
                    k=1

         + (ieli- )i. !o
a

 p. 
{"
 
"2

 
")

 (t) d2 f.-, (t) dt.

   From (17) we  note  that

   (20) dll
 fN-L(t)=(n-2)(n-4)･･･(n-2N)t""2"-iF(t)+illll Z c,,  t"-2N-i+iF(j)(t).

                                            ISi. jSN

     When n=2N+1  (Nll), by (20) we  have

        de fN-L(t)=(2N-1)!IF(t)+ ;  c,, tt F(5}(t)=G.(t)
                               ISi, j$N

   say,  and  we  set  g(x)=GN(lxD.  In this  case  since  by (16) we  have

         wn-t  1 wo

        (M)n  (2N--1)n 12'}i- 
'

   so  we  can  rewrite  (19) as

                             N

   (21) (SR (n'f)(O)=m  (f ;f")i. 2fk.t(a)DR`"-Zk'(a)
                            k=1

                  + (2N-i)lt s; I
'

 8D, 
(i)

 (,) G. (,) d,.

   The assumption  FECt'2([O,a])==:C"+'([O,  a])  imp1ies GNEC'([O,a]). So from

   (I) with  n=1  we  have

                                   1 1

       kSdi. 
the

 
second

 
term

 
of

 (21)= (2N.1)11 ltSfo. (SR(''g)(O)= (2N-1)ll g(O)

             1
        =  G.(O)==F(O)=f(O).
          (2N-1)lt

   Therefore we  get

                                                                 25
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                             N

 (22) (SR`"'f)(O)=- (ML )', Zfk-t(a)DR`"u2k'(a)+f(O)+o(1) (R.oo).
                            k=1

 Thus under  the condition  (5), (4) is valid.

   When n=2N+2  (Nll), by (20) we  have

       ddt f,.,(t)=-t{(2N)!!F(t)+ Z  ,,,  ti F(j)(t)}=tG,(t)

                               ISi, j.SN

 say,  and  we  set  g(x)  =GN(Ixi).  In this case  since  by (16) we  have

        Wn-t  1 tu1

       (nt )n T+ (2N)11 (ffz )2 
'

 so  we  can  rewrite  (19) as

                             N

 (23) (SR C"' f) (O) =-  (il} ]:- )' . 2  fk.i(a)DR  
`"'2k'

 (a)
                            k=1

                 + (2i)ri (7illlil)2 io
aDR(2'

 (t)tGN(t) dt.

  The assumption  FECt"Z([O, a])==C""([O,a])  implies GNECt([O, a]).  So from

 (I) vith  n=2  we  have

                                 1 1

      ftUt: 
the

 
second

 
term

 
of

 (21)= (2N)!t "irSdat (SR 
`2'g)(O)=

 (2N)1! 
g(O)

          1
      =  G,(O) =F(O)=  f(O).
         (2N)Il

 Therefore the sanie expression  as  (22) holds and  so  (4) is valid  under  the

 condition  (5). Thus (fi) is proved.

   We pass to prove (fi). We will  use  (22) which  is valid  in both of  the cases

 n=:2N+1  and  n==2N+2  (Nll). Suppose that  (5) is not  satisfied  (g ==N-1)  and  let

 26
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   ko be in the statement  of  (N). Then by (18) we  
have

 
fk,(a)=O

 and  
fk(a)=O

   for all  k=O,1,....ko-1. So we  can  write  (22) as

                                 N

   (24) (SR 
`"'f)(O)=m

 (i ;ii. Z fk-t(a)DR`"'2k'(a)+f(O)+o(1) (R.oo)
                                k=                                  ko+1

   For each  k=:ko+1,ko+2,...,N, we  have by (14) and  (10),

        fk-i(a)DR{"L2k} (a)=fk-L(a) R"-2k V(.fi2k)!2(Ra)

         =fk-i(a)R"-2k/IE71'  iz (Ra)- ("-2k) -Z-  '-2{cos  (R a-(n-2k)  x 14-x 14) +O  (11R)}

         =C(k)fkJi(a)  R`"-"-2-k  {sin(Ra-(n-2k-1)n14)+O(11R)},

   where  c(k)==Xli7Ji a-("-Zk't}i2  (>o). Especially for k=ko+1  we  have

   (25) fk. (a)D, t"T2 (ke 't)](a)

         
=C(ke+1)fk,(a)

 R`"-"'i2mke {sin(Ra-(n-2ko-3)n14)+O(11R)}

   and  C(ko+1)fk,(a)XO. For k=ko+2,...,N, since

         (n-1)/2-k$(n-1)12-(ko+2)=:(n-3)12"ko-1,

   so  we  have

   (26) fk-i( a. )DR {" -' 2k)  (a) =O(R  (nLi) IZTk)==  o(R  {n-3}  lz-k,  
-!).

   Hence from (24)'-(26) we  get

         (s, {n, f) (o) -f(o)

        =C(ko+1)fk.(a)  R{"-3) i2-ke  sin(Ra-(n-2k,-3)z14)+O(R  
(""3}i2-ke-i).

   Thus  (E) is valid  and  Theorem 1 is proved.
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    S4. The proof  ef  Theoretn 2.

   First we  will  prove  the theorem  in the cases  of  n=1  and  2, and  in the case

 of  n)3  we  reduce  the case  to them  similarly  to Theorem 1. Let FECi([O,  a]),

 fix x  with  O<lxl5a  and  put p=lxl(>O).

   When n=1,  we  can  write  by (11),(12) and  (6) as

      (SR(''f)(p)== i[i { i
"

8 F(t)v-ti2(rt)dt} v-iiz(pr)dr
      ==  2/ n l

-

 : { I o
a

 F(t) cos(rt)dt}  cos(p  r)dr

      =(/21i)-'  l-: {(li'E)" I-2 f(t) e-i't  dt} eiX'  dy

      =(/2-}i)Lr  S-i'llt(y)

 eiX'  d,. .

 Since f(t) (tE[-a,a]) belongs to Li(-a,a)  and  is of  bounded variation  in a

 neighborhood  of  the point x, by making  use  of  the Dirichlet-Jordan theorem

 we  have

      ksda. (s.")f)(lxl)=={f(x+o)+f(x-o)}12-( 
f

f(

(,

x

)

)

12
 [

O

l.

<

Ill

x

Lli.
a)'

 So in the case  of  n==1  the theorem is valid.

   When n=2,  we  can  write  by (11) and  (12) as

      (s. 
e'

 f)( p) ==  I Ii { I o
a

 F(t) tv, (rt) dt} rv,(  p r) dr

      == I: { jo
a

 F(t)tJo(rt)dt} rJo(pr)dr
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        =p-Liz  i
R

o
 { jo

a

 F(t)tt-2(rt)vzJ,(rt)dt}(pr)inJ,(pr)dr.

   We put F(t)t'-Z=G(t). Since G(t) belongs to Li(O. a)  and  is of  bounded

   variation  in a neighborhood  of  the point  t=pE(O,a],  by applying  Lema  3

   (Hankel inversion formula) with  xe=:O we  get

        All.Ii (SR (Z}f)(p)=p-i-2  {G(p+O)+G(p-O)}12 ={F(p+o)+F(p-o)}12

        =li[:]A

'

,

f

=

`

i
'

,,,,,
 [7xx`

,.

a'･

   Thus in the  case  of  n:=:2  the theorem  is proved.

     When nk3,  applying  Lernma 2(li) and  integrating by parts  in (12) we  have

        (s, `"'f)(p)=  S:'F).(r)

 r"-' v(.-2,i2(pr) dr

        ==  I o
R

 {- i dS 
'F.-2(r)}

 r"-' v(.-z)-z(pr) dr

        ==m  I: { dS Fn-2(r)} r"-2  V(n-2) f2(pr)  dr

   (27) =M'F).-2(R)R"-2V{.-2)n(Rp)+  i:'F)n-z(r)

 dS {r"'i V{n-vi2(pr)}dr･

   By Lefitma 2(i) and  (10) we  have

        the first term  of  (27) =O(R'  C("-2)  
"]-2

 R"-2 R- (n-2) i2-ii2)=o(R--t)

  as  R-oo. Since by (8).
          d d

         dr {r"'Z 
V(n-2)lz(pr)}=p-("-3J

 dr 
{(pr) 

C"-2)-2
 
J{.-m-2(pr)}

        =p-  (n-A) (pr) (nm2)
 
i2

 J(.-2) x2-i(pr)  p ==r"-3(  p r)-  
("-4)

 
!2

 J {n-4)-2(pr)

         '
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       =rn-a  Vt.-4} lz(Pr),

 so  we  can  write  the second  terrn of  (27) as

        I:'F).`2(r)

 r("-2}-i  v(.-m-2-i(pr)  dr=(SR 
("-2)f)(p).

 Therefore (27) can  be written  as

       (s. (n)f)(p)=(s.  
{n-2)f)(p)+oa/R)

 (R-oo).

 Hence the convergence  and  the limit of  (SR{") f)(p) are  identical with  those of

 (SR("-2)f)(p). So the cases  of  odd  n  and  even  n  are  reduced  to the cases  of

 n =1  afld n==2  separately.  Thus the theorem  is proved.
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